
Shift to
Bio-circular
Ecotan is an innovative technology developed by Silvateam 
to produce a new kind of leather that has excellent performance 
standards, is safe for all and is a truly circular material. 

Tanned with natural tannins, Ecotan leathers are free 
of hazardous substances, creating a naturally healthy 
environment for the end user. At the end of their useful life, 
they can be recycled into fertilizers for organic agriculture.
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We live in an age of great abundance and limitation. 
Thanks to the efforts of companies like SpaceX, Virgin 
Galactic and Blue Origin it will soon be possible to 
circle the globe at 17,500 miles (28,000 kilometers) 
an hour. We’re also waking up to the cost such 
abundance exacts on planet earth - rising greenhouse 
gas levels, depletion of natural resources, pollution, 
trash and species extinction.  This knowledge compels 
us to be sparing with natural resources and use them 
thoughtfully. 
 
Today consumers rank sustainability as a key factor,  
giving preference to items that are safe, durable  
and reusable. Silvateam has devised Ecotan,  
a groundbreaking solution for brands looking to 
meet this new challenge. Developed in cooperation 
with world class tanneries, this technology allows 
leather to join the cradle-to-cradle process.

Ecotan tanning formulations are bio-circular. 
They and the leather they’ve been combined 
with are designed for a next life as a fertilizer 
for organic farming and so are returned 
to nature, enriching it instead of creating 
problems for us and the planet.

3. Next life

Ecotan’s nature-based approach results in 
leathers that match the performance bar set 
by chrome and glutaraldehyde tanning while 
avoiding dangerous ingredients. The result is a 
tanning system that is safe, green and clean.
Nature, improved.

2. Life

Ecotan formulations start with nature using 
plant-based tannins that are extracted simply  
and using sustainably sourced resources. 
Silvateam has applied human ingenuity to 
combine tannins with harmless man-made 
additives to create something entirely new.

1. Birth

It’s time for something different that’s 
better for us and the planet.

The Ecotan Project
Nature is our Partner, not the Enemy
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In a circular economy, what was previously considered 
waste is now a resource that can be reused and 
reintroduced into the production cycle. Bio-circular 
thinking takes this a step further by employing 
materials that start and end with nature without 
causing problems in the future.  
 
We pause a valuable concentration of resources 
(animal skins), make them available for extended 
human use (leather articles), then ‘un-pause’ and 
redirect them back to nature (fertilizer) in a carefully 
considered way so they can be used to their full 
potential by nature.

Completing the loop is the new standard to preserve 
the planet earth. Ecotan, the world’s first bio-circular 
leather, is designed to meet those strict standards 
and be a key tool for brands looking to rise to the 
challenge. Shift to bio-circular with Ecotan.

Ecotan leather is part 
of an infinite loop seamlessly merged 

with nature’s cycle.

Continuous Research 
& Innovation
This new frontier in sustainable leather solutions 
comes as a result of a half decade of continuous 
innovation conducted at Silvateam Research & 
Development centers and in close partnerships with 
prestigious universities, research institutes, tanneries 
and recycling companies. 
 
In the following pages we will summarize the most 
important features, advantages and benefits of Ecotan 
leathers. For those interested in learning more we 
offer scientific studies, third-party reports and 
certifications that verify and support our work. 
These are available upon request.



Tanning Formulations Leather Finishing
Silvateam has created a tanning system that matches 
the performance of chrome and glutaraldehyde 
tanned leather without using harmful substances. 
We took a traditional natural material and 
transformed it through science into  
something new.

The result of Silvateam’s engineers efforts is a new 
class of bio-circular synthetic tannins based on and 
designed to work with chestnut, gallnuts and other 
extracts. They mimic the structure of natural tannins 
with a smaller, simpler molecule that gifts the leather 
with the qualities required by the footwear, leather 
goods and automotive industries.

While natural tannins are the primary tanning agents 
in Ecotan solutions, to deliver leathers that meet 
commercial standards and can be expressed in a 
wide range of style, additives, colors and finishes are 
required in the later stages of tanning.

Silvateam, in partnership with Biofin Leather  
(Gruppo Biokimica), has carefully selected a range 
of products that pose no toxic threat in the  
production of Ecotan leathers and, subsequent, 
consumer use.

The Ecotan System
Ingenious & Innovative Formulations 
and Finishing Materials Combined to 
Make the First Truly Bio-circular Leather
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Harmless End ProductsTannery Partners
Ecotan leather articles do not contain toxic substances 
that can poison land, water or air. They are free 
of metals, glutaraldehyde, triazine or any other 
substances listed in the ZDHC Manufacturing 
Restricted Substances List (MRSL), which ensures 
the safety of both tanners and consumers. The result 
is a tanning system safe for us and the earth.

Over 20 of the top tanneries in the world - chosen 
for size and quality - have joined the project and 
are ready to supply Ecotan leathers.  
They span from Italy to France, Turkey, China, Taiwan, 
South Korea, Mexico, Argentina and Brazil. 

All large-scale tanneries making Ecotan leather 
are Gold rated by Leather Working Group (LWG).  
European tanneries have met ISO standards and  
the strict parameters of fashion houses and brands.

The Ecotan system applies innovation to time-
honored methods and materials to meet the 
standards of contemporary leather making. 

The absence of any dangerous substances  
tied to past abuses is a first for the industry.

Relying on sustainable, certified tannins brings 
leather back to its ties with nature.

Innovation

Safety

Sustainability
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Long ago, humans discovered that plant tannins 
could repel bacterial attack without discriminating 
between defending plant tissue or animal proteins. 
In an ironic human-directed twist of evolution, 
we repurposed a plant’s evolved defense against 
microbes to protect animal tissue against  
microbial attack.

Natural tannins are sourced from different plants, 
present either in bark, leaves, wood, fruits or roots.
Ecotan products utilize 4 tannin sources: Chestnut 
and Quebracho wood, Tara pods and Gallnuts. 
Tannins are extracted simply and without the use of 
any chemicals. Spent materials from the production 
process rejoin nature or are upcycled into useful 
products, like wood pellets and clean water.

Ecotan tannins have undergone an LCA (Life Cycle 
Assessment), a cradle-to-cradle analysis which assess 
environmental impacts associated with all the stages 
of a product’s life. Silvateam is the first in the industry 
to certify the carbon footprint value of its products, 
expressed as the number of kilograms of carbon 
dioxide emissions (CO2e) per kilogram of product 
analyzed.

We borrowed nature’s wise solution, 
tannins, and applied human ingenuity 

to create a superior leather. 

1. Birth
Sustainable and Harmless 
Raw Materials to Create 
Something Entirely New
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The sweet chestnut tree (Castanea sativa) is a native 
deciduous tree widespread in countries surrounding 
the Mediterranean basin. Nicknamed the ‘bread 
tree’, its nuts have been a primary source of food  
for centuries, as well providing a stable income  
to mountainous communities in northern and  
central Italy. 
 
Silvateam utilizes 100,000 tons of wood per year for 
the production of tannins. This amount is only a small 
percentage of the total yearly volume increase of 
the forest. 80% of the wood is harvested within 
43 miles (70 kilometers) of the company’s main 
facility, based in Piedmont (northern Italy).  
The remainder comes from other parts of Italy and,  
in minor quantity (3%), from France.

Coppicing is a traditional method of woodland 
management which harnesses the capacity of 
chestnut trees to put out new shoots from 
their stumps. In a coppiced forest, called a copse, 
harvestable trees are cut.  

After cutting, the tree regrows vigorously with  
new shoots that sprout from the coppiced trunk, 
called stools. 

Coppiced forests, when managed correctly, 
continuously rejuvenate. Unlike typical logging 
practices where entire forests are clear cut, coppicing 
retains a uniform coverage of the soil, maintains 
vital and developing root systems and avoids the 
overturning and destruction of old trees. 
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 Chestnut tannin is the primary 
ingredient in all Ecotan products.

Conservation through 
Rejuvenation

PEFC certification
Silvateam is the first company offering leather 
tanning products to be rewarded with the 
forest certification PEFC for its production 
of chestnut (PEFC Certificate number 
27910 ) and quebracho (PEFC Certificate 
number 006971) tannins.  
These certifications are proof of 
Silvateam’s commitment to the protection 
of forests and communities alike.

PEFC/ 18-31-1126
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In recent years there has been an explosion of leather 
surrogates, often made from seemingly unthinkable 
sources, such as mushrooms and pineapple.  
Even though they claim to be better alternatives 
to real leather, the sustainability of these materials 
is highly questionable since they often contain 
petroleum. Ultimately, the lasting beauty, feel and 
recognizable quality of leather remain unrivalled.

Making leather a fully bio-circular material can give 
it back its crown as the choice material for fashion to 
come. 

Like all quality leathers, Ecotan articles used for 
uppers, linings and insoles perform better than 
synthetics. They are more durable and comfortable 
than man-made materials. Footwear made with 
Ecotan leather will last years, not months, and will 
look better with use.

Health benefitsIt’s time to give leather back its crown.

2. Life
Better for Us
and the Planet

Ecotan leather not only breathes but actively 
absorbs, then wicks perspiration moisture 
away from our skin. The technical term for 
this is Evapo-Transpirative.

Unlike unperspiring synthetic materials, 
leather tanned with natural tannins ensures 
the healthy microbiome of our skin by 
creating an unsuitable environment for the 
bacteria responsible for bad odors in shoes.

Dry

Healthy

Footwear users accept as a given that after a 
few hours of use their feet will end up sweaty 
or clammy. On the contrary, Ecotan leather 
ensures a comfortable wearing experience.

Comfortable



Ecotan leather can be confidently used 
in today’s industries and is available 

now from a select group
of tannery partners.

In today’s industries, materials may be rapidly 
stretched, heated, attached with adhesives, even set 
into high temperature molds. Cycle time and product 
consistency define most shoemaking today.

Established tests and minimum standards for a 
range of key physical requirements are used to 
gauge a leather article’s suitability. Ecotan leathers 
are engineered to meet these key physical 
requirements and to satisfy the demanding 
standards of contemporary footwear and 
leathergoods industries, delivering sustainability  
and performance in the same package.

Ecotan leathers are available as full grains,  
corrected grains, nubucks, suedes, small skins,  
and linings. This range includes ‘classics’ like 
distressed ‘crazy horse’, pull-up, calf, floater, split 
suedes, nappas, and aniline to semi-aniline full grains.

These leathers come in a full spectrum of 
commercial colours, including saturated blacks,  
light pastels and white tones.

Ecotan leather can be readily supplied globally  
for immediate adoption

Product range expression
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Products designed to be fully circular are the 
necessary next step if we are to preserve our planet 
and ensure a bright future for our children and 
generations to come. 
  
Circular materials engineered to be up cycled at  
end of life are becoming more available to designers. 
Thanks to this approach, finished products can 
eventually re-join nature’s cycle.

Ecotan leathers are made of natural, 
sustainable materials and can be

recycled into a new product.

In a most radical innovation from Silvateam, 
every component of Ecotan leather (tanning 
agents, re-tanning agents and finishes)  
is engineered to be bio-circular.  

Unlike most modern materials competing to be less 
bad for the planet, at the end of a long, useful life 
Ecotan leather can be transformed into a fertilizer 
used by crops grown to certified organic standards.

71
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3. Next Life
From Bio-circular Products  
to Fertilizer
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A chemical process, called hydrolysis, is used to 
break down leather proteins into simpler molecules 
made up of carbon and nitrogen. The result, 
protein hydrolysate, is used to make a granular 
fertilizer that contains organic substances, nitrogen 
and phosphorus, engineered for use in organic 
agriculture. 

Untanned leather (raw hide) is of course 
biodegradable and, therefore, bio-circular.
 
When we tan animal hides, we preserve them 
indefinitely and make them available for extended 
use.  While this may be a good thing for us in the 
short term, leather tanning turns animal hides into 
a material that is non-biodegradable by definition 
and, left in this state, is not circular.

This is why we believe the technology of our partner 
Fertilizzanti Certaldo, a leading Italian company 
specialized in organo-mineral fertilizers from high 
quality organic matrix, is a turning point for the 
leather industry and the bio-circularity of leather. 

Our partner is ready to receive any shavings, scraps, 
and recycled finished or used Ecotan leathers and turn 
them into a fertilizer suitable for organic agriculture. 
Silvateam together with this partner will ensure that 
every leather marketed under the Ecotan brand 
complies with the recyclability requirements  
of this company.

Ecotan leather scraps and articles  
are given a new life as a fertilizer  
that releases back to nature the 

nutrients originally taken ‘on loan’ 
from the hide. This Fertilizer is:

Organic farming compliant.

Released slowly over time, reducing 
the overall quantity of fertilizer needed 
to grow crops.

High in organic nitrogen and carbon 
content.

Used to improve soil fertility by stimulating 
the activity of soil microorganisms.

A Viable Commercial Path



A project by+39 0174 220111 
hello@ecotanleather.com
ecotanleather.com

Ecotan Partners


